'Cat Ballou' trite but good comedy

LSC is presenting tonight the Russian movie, 'The Overcoat' in the cinema of the 'The Passengers.' This film is based on a novel by Gogol. Tomorrow, it's 'Cat Ballou' for everyone. Although Jane Fonda gets top billing in this movie, Lee Marvin steals the show in this funny western. With only a shadow of a plot, something about a young girl avenging her murdered father, the movie turns out some of the most unforgettable scenes in the cinema's history.

As Lee Marvin charges precariously from a horse or drops his pants in a quick draw, the audience soon realizes the cosmic potential of this actor once known for his role in 'M Squad.' Interestingly, because of the trite western plot, 'Cat Ballou' nevertheless will be rewarding and funny for most who see it.

Movies and theatres

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Drama} - 'The House of Bernarda Alba,' 4:15, 7:15.
  \item \textbf{Musical} - 'Fiddler on the Roof,' 8:15, 11:15.
  \item \textbf{Comedy} - 'The Quaker,' 5:15, 8:15.
  \item \textbf{Drama} - 'The Wind,' 7:15, 10:15.
  \item \textbf{Drama} - 'The Great Gatsby,' 8:15, 11:15.
\end{itemize}

Students for Democratic Society to sponsor new weekly Political Economy Seminar

The MIT chapter of Students for a Democratic Society, which last term expanded its scope to include a greater victory of social reform, has announced that it will sponsor a weekly Political Economy Seminar and several special discussions.

The weekly seminar, entitled 'Education: What's Missing?' attempts to serve as a catalyst for university research by drawing together students interested in an analyzing MIT's academic life. Anticipated consequences of this seminar include suggestions for reform, papers for distribution, and course and department criticism.

The SDE is sponsoring a lecture Friday, March 4, by Julian Bond of SNCC, Jim Donaldson, a member of the 'open bidders' in Vietnam, and Sen. Young (D., Ohio).

\begin{center}
\textbf{EARLY BIRD SPECIAL }
\end{center}

\textbf{EARN YOUR MASTER'S DEGREE OR PHD WHILE YOU WORK}

\begin{center}
\textbf{AT MOTOROLA}
\end{center}

\textbf{IN COLORFUL PHOENIX}

Motorola offers the student at the BS or MS level an opportunity to advance his career and education concurrently. While working, the student can pursue a Ph.D. or an M.S. degree in Engineering, Mathematics, and related subjects. With the potential of pleasant climate and environment of constant challenge and tremendous growth.

\textbf{THE ENGINEERING TRAINING PROGRAM}

Open to BS or MS graduates in Electrical Engineering, Chemical Engineering or Physics with a B-average or better. While pursuing an M.S. or Ph.D. degree at Arizona State University each trainee is placed in a rotational program covering a number of engineering specialties.

\textbf{THE MARKETING TRAINING PROGRAM}

Open to BS or MS graduates in Electrical Engineering or Physics with a B-average or better. Marketing trainees may work in Research and Development or with an M.S. or Ph.D. edge. Functional assignments are in the marketing area.

Dr. Jan Nored will be recruiting on your campus on February 28, 1966
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\begin{center}
\textbf{A MOTOROLA ING.}
\textbf{Semiconductor Products Division}
\end{center}